CHAPTER VIII.
RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT.
ARTICLE 1. — REALITY OF RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT.
161. In our day, the reality of rhythmic movement in music has
been questioned. This is perhaps due to the fact admirably
brought out qy M. Lionel Dauriac, that "since the constitution
of the rational sciences of nature, such as mechanics and
astronomy, the idea of movement has been associated exclusively with the idea of space. This connection of ideas is far closer
now than it was in ancient times, particularly in the days of
Aristotelian physics. In modern philosophy, to move signifies to
'' change place ''; whereas in the philosophy of Aristotle, to move
meant merely " to change ". To move from one place to another
was simply one kind of movement but not the only kind (i).
Indeed, to a man of that time nothing was more real than
rhythmic movement whether presented to the eye as in dancing
or to the ear as in poetry and music. All the rhythmic theories
of antiquity were summed up in a single idea repeated under
endless forms : the beautiful ordonnance of movement. Rhythm,
melody, in a word, music, was the science of beautiful movement.
162. It was because they had penetrated to the very depths
of things that the Greeks and Latins gave to poetry, music and
dancing the name of arts of movement.
These arts by their very nature, are arts of change. Their
existence is a successive unfolding. They flow in relation to
time, as though drop by drop.
I outline a gesture with my hand; a dancer, with his wThole
body, carries out a graceful curve : in both cases there is
movement, and in each case the one who moves advances from
one point to another by passing through all the intermediary
points. This is visible movement, or the passing (in space) from
one place to another.
(i) LIONEL DAURIAC, Essai sur VEsprit musical, p. 59. Paris, Alcan, 1904.
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The voice articulates a phrase, declaims a verse, or sings a
melody: it moves in its own way and in a sense no less real.
It advances from the first articulated sound to the final syllable,
passing, successively, through each intermediary syllable.
Its movement might be compared to walking or dancing and is
not unlike the movement of a ball that rebounds, for the voice
springs, rises, drops, springs up again, touches one support after
another, rests on one thesis after another, before reaching its
final thesis which closes the phrase, the melody and the rhythm.
Evidently, the movement is no longer local, nor visible, it is
sonorous and vocal, but nevertheless real. It fulfills all the
conditions of an actual movement, namely, the passing from one
state to another. The voice thus passes from note to note, from
a short one to a long one, etc. (i)
ARTICLE 2. — NATURE OF VOCAL MOVEMENT.
163. Vocal movement is real, but is of a very superior nature
to a mechanical or bodily movement. " Man has a voice, and
that voice is the most energetic and pure expression of the life
that is in him; it is the most profound and intimate resonance of
his being... The human voice is so essentially a part of the
vital principle, that it is universally identified with it in every
language, or seriously recognized in its intimate analogy. The
word is but a breath, but this breath is the spirit, the soul, and
the immaterial principle of life itself. Form, palpable and visible,
is indeed a condition of humanity, but movement is its very
essence, and the voice is movement. Movement is immaterial and
the sound of the voice is both immaterial and impalpable. " (2)
164. This explains the subtlety, the freedom, the power and
the infinite shades of vocal rhythm. It explains, moreover, how
the rhythmic movements themselves, and the ictus or rhythmic
touches that define the steps of the rhythm are often of the same
nature as the voice itself, that is delicate, impalpable, imponderable. In order fully to understand these truths, we should apply
(1) Aristoxenus made the same comparison when he wrote : "The. voice
moves in singing, as the body moves in walking or dancing. " (ARISTOXENUS,
Rhythm. Elem., edit. Feussner, III.)
(2) H. CHAIGNET, Le principe de la Science du Beau, p. 588.
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them to a Gregorian melody. This we shall do later. But what
we already know of rhythm permits us to lay down these
principles.
165. This imponderability of melody and rhythm is difficult
to understand or to explain today when music is made subject to
force, to modern measure. The same questions are raised again
and again :
How is it possible that the ictus of rhythmic groups — which
corresponds to the first beat of a measure — should be anything
but strong?
Are they not the firm and solid points of support upon which
the whole structure of rhythm rests ?
Does not the ictus after all, correspond to the strong pulse, or,
in modern music, the down beat? How is it possible that this
" down beat " should be weaker or lighter than the " up beat•"?
And to add force to their argument, comparisons are drawn from
the movements of bodies or heavy weights striking the earth
with a more or less violent noise : the stroke of a hammer on the
anvil, or the loud cadence of a marching regiment.
Such arguments are defective in so far as the examples are
taken from purely material things; whereas we are concerned
with music, vocal or instrumental, above all, with Gregorian
music, the noblest, the most spiritual that exists, and we must
dominate matter.
166. It is true that the fall of a heavy inert weight must of
necessity be rude and noisy, like a hammer striking the anvil;
but there is nothing in the rhythmical cadences of music akin to
this heavy fall. Moreover nature herself gives us gentler
examples. The lighter the falling body, the less heavy its fall.
The flight of a bird which takes, at each stroke of its wings
against the air, a new and silent elan; the wavering fall of the
light snowflakes that descend slowly and finally touch the earth,
these provide a closer analogy to the imponderable reality of
vocal movement and rhythm.
But even these images are too material to express the exquisite
delicacy, the spirituality, as it were, of the Gregorian rhythmical
flow.
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The vocal movement, especially of Gregorian melody, borrows
as little as possible from the material world. It moves, but
invisibly; it advances, but imponderably. " T h e Beautiful is
light " says Nietzsche (i); "all that is divine walks with delicate
feet ''; and what is more pure, more divine than the art of
Gregorian Chant? It would be closer to the truth to say that
the melodies fly, soaring on slow strokes of graceful wings. But
none of these comparisons touch the reality, because they are
still too material.
167. The voice indeed moves neither accidentally nor mechanically ; its risings and fallings are of a more spiritual than
material nature, moved, as it is, by a vital and spontaneous
power, a power both free and intelligent, that imparts to it
something of its own immateriality.
The artist, in singing, gives out his soul, externalises his
thought, his feelings, down to the finest shade. Master of his
own voice, he controls and directs with complete freedom its
various qualities of duration, force, pitch and expression. He
broadens at will the length of his elans and repos, he distributes
the intensity of sound in its infinite shadings, as a painter
distributes his colors; he spreads out the contours of his melody,
according to the demands of order, and of just proportion which
constitute one of his finest faculties, his esthetic sense. We are
already far beyond the mechanical movement of the hammer on
the anvil, far beyond the corporal movement of the bird spreading
or flapping its wings.
168. Metrical force is too often brutal; it represents, in any
case, something mechanical or animal; we cannot avoid it
entirely since we are made up of body and soul, but let us have
as little as possible. Let us be on our guard; for force, in
rhythmics, brings us close to matter, the hammer and anvil,
the piston rod of the locomotive. The use of force in the
Gregorian rhythm, which is so ethereal, so virginal, should
always be tempered by the immaterial spirit which gave it birth.

(i) Quoted in the Revue Musicale, II, p. 75.
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169. When, therefore, we speak of the movement of rhythm,
the movement of a phrase, whether in music or speech, we are
not using a metaphor or a symbol. The movement, though
imponderable, is nevertheless real.
But local movement, because of the very fact that it is material
and appears to the eye, is easier to describe, and it is natural to
take it as an example in explaining vocal movement.
This is precisely what the Greeks did. As they so often used
simultaneously the three arts of movement — poetry, music and
dance — they made use of but one terminology of rhythm. They
took from the local rhythmic movement of dancing two expressions, clear and illuminating, which they applied to sonorous
rhythmic movement, whether vocal or instrumental.
170. In the dance, they called elevatio (arsis) the ascending
movement, the elan of the body; and for the alighting, the repos
of the body at the term of its movement, they used the word
positio, depositio (thesis).
Consequently, in music (vocal or instrumental) and in poetry,
they called arsis, elevation, elan, all sounds and syllables which
went with the elan of the body, and thesis, deposition, repos, the
sounds and syllables that were sung at the very moment when
the dancers touched the earth whether for mere support, (a touch
from which to spring up again), or whether to end their dance
in a final thesis. It is therefore from the movements of dancers
that these terms arsis and thesis have come down to us. We
call the beginning of a rhythmic movement arsis and the end of
the movement we call thesis.
When poetry or music were performed without dancing, the
terms arsis and thesis were not modified; for the rhythm still
corresponded to bodily movements of rise and fall made by the
coryphei, the conductor of the chorus who, with the hand or foot,
indicated the rhythmic undulations.
171. We have thus gone back to the origin of these two
historic terms. We need not complicate matters with later
N° 702. — 8
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contradictory meanings that have been attributed to them.
Above all, if we are to preserve faithfully their original meaning,
we must set them free from any idea of strength or weakness.
The words mean : arsis, elevation; thesis, fall, nothing more.
172. It was this fact which made it possible later, to apply
the terms to melody, with great exactitude of language. The
melodic arsis is an ascent of the voice in the realm of pitch, and
the thesis is a descent. Here again, the idea of strength or
weakness is completely absent.

